Canada Full Search

More certainty, less brand risk

With thousands of new trademarks registered in Canada annually, the risk of infringement has never been greater. Performing a thorough search of any new trademark, business name or domain name is essential to reduce the risk of a conflict that could cost millions in litigation costs and lost marketing investments.

Our Canada Full Search is the solution. It’s the industry gold standard, providing unparalleled coverage and quality to give you the certainty to make trademark investments with confidence.

Comprehensive coverage
We search for identical and confusingly similar marks for all goods and services across Canadian trademark databases and other primary sources. We even cross-reference against international trademark records, flagging marks filed outside Canada. Broader coverage means reduced risk of missing critical findings. Search results are available in French or English.

Reliable content
Good decisions require good data. Our dedicated quality team checks and cross-references every CIPO record before it enters our database to catch errors. So you can have the confidence that comes from searching the industry’s most accurate and up-to-date source data.

Common law depth and breadth
To deliver the most relevant results, we search both traditional and online sources – including general and industry-specific databases and websites; domain names, including .ca and the new gTLDs; and leading search engine, Google™.

Time-saving analysis and collaboration
Get more done in less time with our exclusive Analysis Tool on SERION®. Pinpoint key results quickly and create custom reports in seconds. Link to CIPO records with live drill downs. Manage international searches projects easily and efficiently with SERION Online Collaboration.
Dig into the details
Receive historical information, including status and date information. Expand your industry focus with Web Search Extensions targeting key industry websites. Add optional Detailed Owner Information to gain additional insight from Dun & Bradstreet® records.

Custom solutions
Trademark challenges often demand creative, customized search solutions. Our expert Trademark Analysts can develop a tailored search strategy and customized report to meet your needs or preferences.

Canada search special options
Extend your search coverage or sharpen its focus, easily and cost-effectively, with a variety of options that can be added to your Canada Full Search.

Reducing risk with broad coverage:
- Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) records
- Corporate and Trade Names
- Common Law
- Web Common Law
- Domain Names

Canada and U.S. Full Search combination
Determine the availability of a proposed trademark for use in Canada and the United States.

Canada Full Entertainment Search
Clear your selected name for title and trademark use with a single search. This search combines the trademark coverage of our Canada Full Search with our comprehensive Canada Title Search.

Canada Design Search
We search your design trademark or logo against the Canadian Trademark Register to determine availability of logos, special lettering or designs.

Canada Brand Expansion Search
Provides additional diverse goods and services coverage. Offers extensive unrelated class coverage spanning three or more sets of unrelated goods or services.

Canada Full Pharmaceutical Search XC
We go beyond the scope of the standard Canada Full Search to include specialized pharmaceutical trademark sources and authentic Canadian POCA (Phonetic & Orthographic Computer Analysis) to help predict when a proposed drug name may not pass Health Canada’s drug name safety evaluation.

To learn more visit: compumark.com